
F IVE ESSENT IALS TO THE

BEST BABY SLEEP
1. ESTABLISH A PREDICTABLE (AND PORTABLE!) PRE-SLEEP ROUTINE

Little bodies thrive off of schedules because it grants them predictability and also allows them

to internally regulate. The sleep state is governed by two internal body systems - consistent

schedules are required to keep them aligned and keep your baby rested. 

 

Put the effort into a predictable schedule early, and your well rested baby will more capable

of handling transitions as they come. Predictability now fosters flexibility later.  

Getting outside exposes baby to the natural

luminance of the sun, which is 10 to 20 times

stronger than artificial indoor lighting. 

sleepwear

make an act of changing

into comfy sleeping clothes

(even for naps)

story

cuddle up with a

good book

snuggle

give reassurance and a

soft wish ("night night")

and turn off the light

song

sing your favourite

sleepy time song

4. SELECT COMFORT ITEMS THAT BABY ADORES
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2. CREATE A POSITIVE SLEEP ENVIRONMENT

3. BASK IN THE LIGHTEST LIGHT AND DARKEST DARK

5. STICK TO THE SCHEDULE

cool

sleep is thermo-regulated,

and cooler temperatures

cue the body to rest

quiet

baby sleep can be light at

times; knock out that noise with

a soothing sound machine

dark

the brain responds to light

cues; draw those blackout

blinds day and night

safe

keep the crib free from clutter

& away from cords/outlets;

supine sleep for first 6 months

Black out blinds ensure that none of that

luminance interrupts the sleep

environment. 

 

 
It is the contrast between light and dark that signals the release of sleepy time

hormone, melatonin, priming the brain for its optimal sleep

soother

stimulates the calming sucking

reflex and can be replaced

independently upon waking

(6mo+)

stuffy/lovey

a sleepy time pal that provides

security and positive association

with the sleep environment

bedding

a firm mattress and soft, smooth

fitted sheet. Tip: Bring the sheet(s)

with you when you travel!

sleep sack

a safe, warm and

consistent cue that

sleep time is to follow

*without the training*


